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ABSTRACT | BACKGROUND: A usual question from pediatrics 
emergence in public hospitals leads to evidence-based 
medicine (EBM), a new paradigm for medical education and 
practice. However, although canonical texts have presented 
EBM apologetically, a lot of criticism has resulted in controversy 
involving its supporters and opponents. OBJECTIVES: To 
provide a better understanding of EBM based on historical 
analyses of its controversies. METHODS: Historical analysis of 
controversies about EBM. MATERIALS: Primary and secondary 
sources on EBM from international medical journals. Results: 
The hierarchy of evidence that forms the epistemic basis of EBM 
has been strongly contested by its opponents; the interest and 
involvement of biomedical and pharmaceutical corporations 
on the trials has been denounced; as well as the prevalence 
of algorithmic approaches instead of comprehensive and 
humanized forms of care, with the consequent loss of the 
physician's professional autonomy and their submission to 
protocols. CONCLUSIONS: EBM is much more than rational 
and objective search, evaluation and clinical application of 
the "best" scientific evidence published in medical journals. 
A better understanding of its historical, epistemic, ethical, 
political and social aspects and dimensions allow us to balance 
the impact of prevailing technoscientific influences on medical 
education and clinical practice. 
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From searching for the best scientific 
evidence...

When attending pediatric emergence in two 
public hospitals of Salvador, imaging procedures 
eventually can raise some difficulties if there 
is not an anesthesiologist available to perform 
children sedation, because those hospitals have 
not yet prescribed a preferential drug for use when 
pediatricians have to perform the sedation. 

Currently the search for an answer to this question leads 
to systematic reviews (SR) and evidence-based medicine 
(EBM). SR is a statistics based methodology widely 
employed for search and evaluation of “best” published 
scientific evidence for the purpose of contributing to 
solving clinical practice problems. SR stands in the 
main core of EBM that David Sacket and his team of 
McMaster University presented as a new paradigm for 
medical education and practice. They rejected individual 
clinical experience and pathophysiological reasoning 
as sufficient epistemological basis for clinical decision 
making and claimed that physicians should be trained 
in biostatistics and clinical epidemiology to develop the 
necessary skills to apply scientific criteria on clinical 
judgments. According to EBM, medical education 
should be renewed to integrate the ability to analyze 
and rationally apply scientific information in clinical 
practice, to improve health practices according to the 
best scientific evidence, supporting the development of 
protocols for the clinical management of the patients1,5.

… to finding controversies on EBM

However, although canonical texts have presented 
EBM apologetically, opponents addressed criticisms 
against EBM that raised many controversies with its 
founders. Indeed, we analyzed many controversies 
about EBM that have occurred in scientific medical 
journals from the 1990s to the present day, and 
noticed many strong reactions against EBM6. In 
addition to epistemic, logical and methodological 
problems, ethical issues involving political and social 
implications have been raised. In short, the hierarchy 
of evidence that forms the epistemic basis of EBM has 
been strongly contested; the interest and involvement 

of biomedical and pharmaceutical corporations 
on the trials have been denounced; as well as the 
prevalence of algorithmic approaches instead of 
comprehensive and humanized forms of care, with 
the consequent loss of physician's professional 
autonomy and their submission to protocols7,15.

History of Science providing tools...

Thomas Kuhn’s concepts of normal and 
paradigmatic science have been useful to us in 
order to better understand the apologetic approach 
adopted by founders and adepts of EBM, mainly in 
handbooks and tutorials intended for beginners. 
According to Kuhn, normal science is driven by 
adherence to a paradigm that supply scientists with 
model-problems to solve and tools for its solutions. 
Therefore, the role of science textbooks is to exhibit 
this sort of problems and its solutions and then to 
ask the student to solve similar ones for himself16.
That's what a beginner usually finds when tries its 
first steps following EBM handbooks and tutorials5: 
ask a question, search the best evidence, evaluate 
and apply it to clinical practice. Summing up, 
beginners around the world usually associate EBM 
with doing SR in a rational and objective fashion17,18.

As is well known, Thomas Kuhn's seminal work 
paved the way for a radical critical review of the 
traditional empiricist concept of science, which has 
been adopted by EBM founders. New approaches 
in history, sociology and philosophy of science 
that developed since the 1970’s have recognized 
how controversy plays a constitutive role in the 
development of scientific knowledge and is an 
epistemological relevant factor beside facts, logic 
and methodology. Furthermore science is no longer 
regarded as a logical and methodological ideal 
game between objective hypothesis and absolute 
evidence ruled by a neutral judge, but a sociocultural 
process that actual scientists participate with their 
concrete interests and values, belonging to their 
social and cultural environment. Yet the goal of 
the analyses of scientific controversy is to highlight 
these sociocultural dimensions and aspects of the 
scientific practice and development19,21.
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… for better understanding about EBM and 
its limitations

After analyzing that controversies about EBM, we 
could understand that the new “paradigm” presented 
by EBM founders entails much more than rational and 
objective search and clinical application of the "best" 
scientific evidence from RCTs reports published in the 
most prestigious scientific journals, systematically 
reviewed according to the most rigorous statistical 
theories. Indeed there are some very important 
aspects, dimensions and processes within EBM which 
are not usually highlighted by its canonical texts and 
not immediately perceived by physicians in general. 
A broader, more complex and richer landscape 
emerges beyond that instrumental and dogmatic 
view designed in textbooks and tutorials. Paying 
attention to historical, epistemic, ethical, political and 
social aspects and dimensions that constitute EBM, 
we are now able to balance the prevailing influences 
of technoscientific concepts and methods and their 
impact not only on medicine but also on university 
medical education and the wider field of health.

Notwithstanding EBM defenders have been claiming 
that medical education should broaden and deepen 
curriculum scientific features, on the other hand, 
EBM opponents have been claiming that, at least, 
humanistic and sociopolitical add-ons must balance 
scientism, providing reflections on the limits of 
scientific methods and techniques, valuing human 
beings integrity, humans preferences and values, 
social relationships, culture, spirituality, concerns, 
fears and other emotions.

In short, a deep and richer view of EBM empowers 
physicians humanistic understanding that patient care 
and public health policy demand value decisions that 
cannot be reduced to the alleged factual objectivity of 
scientific experimentation. Better health care and social 
justice can be provided for all only if technoscientific 
knowledge and procedures are adopted on the basis 
of appropriate ethical precautions.
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